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Abstract: We consider graph invariants of Vassiliev type extended by the quantum
group link invariants. When they are expanded by x where q = ex, the expansion
coefficients are known as the Vassiliev invariants of finite type. In the present
paper, we define tangle operators of graphs given by a functor from a category of
colored and oriented graphs embedded into a 3-space to a category of representa-
tions of the quasi-triangular ribbon Hopf algebra extended by Uq(sl(2, C)), which
are subject to a quantum group analog of the spinor identity. In terms of them, we
obtain the graph invariants of Vassiliev type expressed to be identified with
Chern-Simons vacuum expectation values of Wilson loops including intersection
points. We also consider the 4d canonical quantum gravity of Ashtekar. It is
verified that the graph invariants of Vassiliev type satisfy constraints of the
quantum gravity in the loop space representation of Rovelli and Smolin.

1. Introduction

The concept of Vassiliev invariants was introduced in the theory of knot spaces
[30]. Let Jί be a space of all smooth maps S1 -> S3 running through a base point
with a fixed tangent vector. The knot space is given by J(\Σ, where Σ is called the
discriminant, i.e., a set of all singular maps which have multiple points or vanishing
tangent vectors. Equivalence classes of knot embeddings by the ambient isotopy of
S3 are in one-to-one correspondence with connected components of Jl\Σ. Each
connected component of the knot space is separated by walls which constitute the
discriminant Σ.

Vassiliev introduced a system of subgroups of H°(Jί\Σ) based on the Alexan-
der duality theorem applied to a space of polynomial maps which approximates Jί\
HQ(Jί\Σ) ID ... z> Fj => Fj-ι ID ••• =3 F! = 0. Elements in a quotient group Fj/
Fj-ι are called the Vassiliev invariants of order j. Every element in Fj/Fj-1

vanishes whenever there are more than j transverse double points. The Vassiliev
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